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1. Let (fi, ß, F) be a probability space and let F be a 1-1 point

transformation mapping fi onto fi which is bimeasurable and meas-

ure preserving with respect to P. T is ergodic with respect to (fi, ß, F)

provided PiA) = 0 or 1 for every A £ a which is invariant with respect

to T. It is well known that

(i)  F is ergodic if and only if

(ii) lim,,..* HntZl PiATiB)/n = PiA)PiB) for every AE&, F£Ct.
That (ii) implies (i) is obvious. It follows as a consequence of the

mean ergodic theorem that (i) implies (ii) uniformly in either variable

set for each fixed value of the other variable set. (A counterexample can

be given to simultaneous uniformity in both variable sets.)

In §2 we prove a convergence theorem for set functions using the

properties of uniform absolute continuity and a type of asymptotic

invariance. In §3 we use this theorem to show that (i) implies

n-l n-l AT

(iii)     lim (1/n*)- H   ■ ■ ■   H PiAoT'iAi ■ ■ ■ T*AN) = IJ>Ui)
*-*«° ¿!—0 i'jv=0 <=0

for each choice of N and that if N of the sets A0, • ■ • , AN are fixed

then the convergence is uniform in the other set. The above result

can be obtained rather easily from the mean ergodic theorem, how-

ever, using the mean ergodic theorem the authors have been able to

obtain uniformity only in A 0. The method of proof using the theorem

of §2 gives uniformity in an arbitrary A i and shows that averaging

is used only to guarantee uniform absolute continuity and asymptotic

invariance.

2. We shall need the following result, proved in [l]:

Lemma. Let (fi, Ct, P) be a probability space and let T be ergodic with

respect to (fi, ft, P). Let {Qn, « ^ 1} be a sequence of probability measures

defined on ñ and satisfying

(i) lim,,..« \Qn(A)-Qn(TA)\ =0for every A Ed, and
(ii) the measures Qn are uniformly absolutely continuous with respect

to P. Then limn.„ QniA) =PiA) for every A Ed.
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Theorem. Assume

(i)  (ñ, ß, P) is a probability space and T is ergodic with respect to

(a, ce, P).
(ii) I is an index set and for each positive integer », In is a nonempty

subset of I.
(iii) N is a nonnegative integer and for each iEI there is a function

Qi(Aa, • • • , AN) defined for every N+l sets A0, • • • , An with ^4¿GCt

such that

(a) Qi(Q, ■ ■ -,Q) = i.
(b) // any N of the arguments of Qi are fixed then Qi is a measure on

a with respect to the remaining argument and the family {Qi} of these

measures is uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to P.

(c)  If Ao, ■ ■ •
O-èk-èN then

lim  sup | Qi(Ao,
n->»   <e/_

As are sets with ^4,Ga and k is an integer with

■ , AN)

Qi(Ao,

Then

lim sup
te'n

Qi(At

Ak—i, TAk, Ak+x,

AN)-I[PiAi)

An) I   = 0.

= 0

for every A + 1 sets Ao, ■ • • , An with -4¿Ga.

Proof. Assume henceforth that all sets under discussion are ele-

ments of a. We shall proceed by induction on N. For A=0 the con-

clusion follows immediately from the lemma. Assume then that A>0

and the induction hypothesis for N— 1. Let Ao, • • • , AN be any sets.

The family of functions {QiiA0, ■ ■ • , AN-i, ß)} satisfies the condi-

tions of the theorem for A—1 and the induction hypothesis is that

lim sup
n-> »    iel

QiiAo, • • • , An-i, 0) - II PUi) = 0.

If P(^4,)=0 for some i we are done, so assume YLfj01PiAi)>0.

For each »=1, 2, • ■ • let knEIn and choose » so large that

Q/t„C4o, • • • , An-i, Œ) >0. For » in this range define

PniA)   =
QkniAo, • • • , An-i, A)

QkniAo, • • • , An-i, 0)

Then it is easily verified that the sequence {P„(^l)} satisfies the

hypotheses of the lemma and consequently lim„_M PniA) =P(.4) for

every A. In particular for A =AN we obtain lim„_M (^„(^o, ■ ■ • , AN)
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= Xli^o -P(^4i). Since this is true for every such sequence {kn} the

theorem follows.

3. As a consequence of the theorem we obtain at once

Corollary 1. Let (fi, a, P) be a probability space and suppose T is

ergodic with respect to (fi, ft, F). Let N be a positive integer. Then

B-i B-i tt

lim   H   • • •    H PiAoT^Ai • • • T<"AN)/nN = Ü PU¡)
n—>oo    ii=o >H—0 •'—0

for every N+l sets A0, ■ ■ ■ , AN. If any N of the sets are held fixed the
convergence is uniform in the remaining set.

Proof. We shall hold A0, ■ ■ ■ , Ax-i fixed since the proof is the

same in any other case. Let e > 0 and define ft« = {A £ û | F (.4 ) ^ e}.

For A E ae let

Qk.aÍAo, ■ • • , Aif-i)

n-l

= H   ■ ■ ■    H PiAoT^Ai ■ ■ ■ Ti«-*AN-iTi»A)/[n»PiA)].
>l=o «¿v«=o

From the theorem it follows immediately that

N-l

lim ÇB^(^o, • • • , ¿tf-i) = II PiAd
»-» » i—0

or equivalently

n-l n-l

lim   H   • • •    H  PiAoT'iAi • • • r^Ax-iT^A)/^

= n PiAi)PiA)
t—0

uniformly for A £ a«. The remainder of the proof is clear.

Corollary 1 can be improved slightly.

Corollary 2. Let {A n, n ^ 0} be a sequence of sets and let {Nn, » è 0}

be a sequence of positive integers with limn^M N„ = oo. Then

lim
n—»oo

H   • • •    H  PiAoT»Ai ■ ■ ■ T*nANn)/n»» - ]I PiAt)
i¡—o ijr —o <->0

= 0.

Furthermore if all of the sets in the sequence with the exception of one are

held fixed then the convergence is uniform in the remaining set.

Proof. In the proof we shall assume that Ai, A2, • ■ ■   are held
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fixed while A 0 is allowed to vary. The proof is the same in every other

case. There are two possibilities:

(a) Suppose lim^r^, YLf-i F(^l.) =0. Choose e>0 and let N be so

large that Hf-i Pi^i) <«/2. From Corollary 1 we have that

lim   £   • • •    11 PiAoT^Ai • • • r»AN)/nN = fi Pi Ai)

uniformly in ^4o, and from this the conclusion of Corollary 2 follows

at once.

(b) Suppose lim*,, üf-i PÍA i) >0. Then ZXi F(^) < °°- Now
choose N so large that üí^i p(Ai) ~ IL"-i p(Au <e/2 and such that

H".N P(Af) <e/2. Then it is easily verified that

PiA0TilAi ■ ■ • Tl"AN) - PiAoT»Ai ■ • • V"Ak) < e/2

uniformly in .40 and for k>N. The proof is concluded by applying

Corollary 1 once more.
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